Disease modifying agent related skin reactions in multiple sclerosis: prevention, assessment, and management.
The objective for this article is to highlight some of the adverse skin manifestations associated with injectable disease modifying therapy for multiple sclerosis (MS). Early identification and intervention can often lead to minimal consequences and prolonged patient tolerance and compliance with these agents. At the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas and Texas Neurology in Dallas we actively follow approximately 5000 MS patients. The majority of our patients with relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) or secondary progressive MS (SPMS) are treated with one of the currently available disease modifying agents (DMAs). Our experience with these patients, and the challenges they face in continuing long-term treatment, constitutes the basis of our proposed treatment strategies. Skin reactions in response to injectable DMA therapy in MS are generally mild. However, some reactions can evolve into potentially serious lesions culminating in infection, necrosis, and in some circumstances requiring surgical repair.